Standard - Twist Lock
Fifth Wheel Skirt Measuring Instructions
www.SunproMfg.com

Please provide all of the following information and please make note of anything that might
interfere with the installation. Arizona RV will not be held responsible for inaccurate
measurements. Any repairs or adjustments will be your responsibility.
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Fifth Wheel Skirt

A to B _____, A to C _____, A to E _____, C to D _____,
H to I _____, J to K _____, F to G_____,

C to *P ______(Fastener )

* P - Is a fastener location, make sure it is above the bottom leaving enough space for a fastener.

Please provide Finished Measurements: Allow at least an 1 1/2" for mounting and 6" extra
material to fold under on the bottom, 5th wheel skirt only. The lower skirt should be at
ground level.
When measuring use a pencil or tape and mark any measurements that need to be a reference point.
Please make note of any obstacles that will interfere with the installation. Please allow at least 1 1/2 inches to
install twist locks.
It is recommended that a straight edge or level be used for the King Pin and C to D measurements.
Important: If you want us to install the Twist lock Eyelets in the skirt you must provide the measurements,
otherwise we will not install them. It will be your responsibilty.
The fifth Wheel Skirt Kit includes the following:
1) Fifth Wheel Skirt (15 Twist Locks & 11 Grommets)
1) Zippered Door w/ Straps
15) Tent Nails for both skirts
1) Lower Skirt (4 Twist Locks & Grommets)
1) Carry Bag

*The Following are extra:
Front Zipper or Velcro $25.00
Tent Nails $1.99
King Pin Box Cover $35.00
Grommets $00.50

*These prices are based on the purchase of a kit and may be more if purchased seperately.
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Please provide the desired placement of the twist lock eyelets

*These two measurements are
from the edge of the skirt. We
automatically install the eyelet
in the corner.
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*These two measurements are
from the edge of the skirt. We
automatically install the eyelet
in the corner.
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Please start at Zero and follow the direction of the arrows when measuring for the Eyelet placement. In most installations it is probably best to
mark your Zero points on the sides of the trailer. Visualize the installation and how you will install it and that will help to reduce mistakes in measuring.
Please keep in mind, we can’t see the 5th wheel and not all 5th wheels are the same. It is up to you to provide us with accurate measurements.
Mini Skirt
Measure from edge of the 5th wheel
to 0 and then to 1

Measure from edge of the 5th wheel
to 0 and then to 1
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When measuring for the Mini Skirt pay close attention for LP, Generator, and Accessory doors that might interfere with the cover and fasteners.
Also pay close attention to the corners, in most cases a twist lock will not be able to be mounted on the very edge because there is usually a
molding of some kind on the edge. Pay attention to how you will install it and measure accordingly.
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